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Abstract: In the era of big data, online
media has become an important source of
news. However, the sheer volume of data
makes it difficult for users to extract useful
information from it. Therefore, news
visualization has become an important
means to help users understand the world
more easily and quickly. Taking sports
news data as an example, this paper uses
FDCD-TFIDF algorithm to carry out
important news weights on network media
news in the era of big data, so that news
push users can be more accurate and grasp
current hot news more accurately.
Meanwhile, this paper also explains the
principle of FDCD-TFIDF and why in this
research, the algorithm is more suitable for
this kind of research. The accuracy of
visual interface results also verifies the
accuracy of the algorithm.
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1. Introduction
In the era of digitization, informatization and
networking, big data has penetrated into every
place of our lives, and more and more people
use the internet to get sports news[1]. with the
entry of the era of big data, data has become
an important production factor in the field of
news, but at the same time, the difficulty for
people to obtain key information from news
has greatly increased, and how to efficiently
and accurately process and present these
massive data has become an important issue
for people in the internet era. the emergence of
data visualization technology provides a new
way to deal with this problem. therefore,
exploring how to visualize sports news data
through network media, so that users can
obtain and analyze news data more intuitively
and conveniently, has become a topic worth
studying.
at present, a lot of research in the world is

exploring how data visualization technology
can be applied to the field of journalism. in
some countries, the relevant research is
relatively early, and the application of data
visualization technology is more mature. for
example, espn[2] in the united states uses a
large number of data visualizations on its
website to present sports news data. with the
advent of the era of big data, more and more
researchers begin to pay attention to the
application of data visualization in the field of
sports news. However, at present, there is still
a lack of relatively research and perfect
research results, this topic will take sports
news as an example to explore and study on
this basis.
the research object of this topic is the data
visualization technology of online media
sports news. by selecting the data sets of
basketball and football, this paper studies the
use of data visualization technology to present
online media sports news, so as to provide
readers with more intuitive sports news
reading experience. specific operations are as
follows:
1. select appropriate data sets and conduct data
processing and analysis;
2. design the corresponding data visualization
research according to the analysis results;
3. implement and test the function and
performance of data visualization research.

2. Data Feature Extraction
TF-IDF (Term Frequencyinverse Document
Frequency, Word frequency-Inverse document
frequency)[3] is a text statistical method for
assessing the importance of a word in a file set
or corpus in a document. The basic idea is that
the importance of a word is directly
proportional to the number of times it appears
in the current document, and is inversely
proportional to how often it appears in the
entire file set. The more common a word is,
the lower the IDF value is[4]. Multiplying the
TF and IDF gives the TF-IDF value, and the
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higher the value, the higher the word is in this
file, and the more likely it will be the key
word of the article.
TFIDF is currently the most commonly used
feature-weighting processing method
nowadays, but it has certain limitations,
mainly including the following two points:

2.1 The Imbalance in the Distribution
between the Categories of the Datasets Was
Not Considered
Most of the category distribution in real data
sets is unbalanced, and different categories
often have certain differences. However, the
TFIDF algorithm does not take into account
this difference, and the calculated feature
vector weights are only based on the number
of documents.
When the category distribution of the data set
is quite different, especially for the weak
category distribution, the calculated weight
value will be too small, which will affect the
classification accuracy, and cannot correctly
reflect the distribution difference of the text
vector between the various categories in the
data set.

2.2 There Is No Correct Response to the
Difference in the Distribution of the Text
Vector in the Classification System
The inter-class distribution of text vector
needs to consider that when the feature item ti
has a large word frequency tfij value in class
Cj, and the word frequency tfij value in other
classes is small, the feature item should well
reflect the degree of difference in text category,
and should be given high weights.
Low weights are given when present in most
categories and with little proportion in the
categories. The intra-class distribution of text
vectors needs to consider that when the feature
term ti is within the Cj class, the feature term
with a more consistent within-class
distribution should be given high weights.
When the feature item appears in only a few
documents of the same kind, and rarely
appears in such other documents, the feature
item may be a special term, and can not reflect
the category information of the text well, and
should be given low weights[5]. Therefore, this
section cites a TFIDF improvement algorithm,
FDCD-TFIDF, based on the word frequency
distribution factor and the category
distribution factor.

Interclass distribution factor (Inter-class
distribution factor):
Reflects the distribution of feature items
between document classes and classes. It can
be obtained by calculating the quotient
between the number of documents containing
feature item ti, aij, in the Cj class and the non-
Cj class containing feature item ti, with the
following formula:

α = log 2 + aij
ci+1

(1)
Inclass distribution factor (Intra-class
distribution factor):
Reflects the distribution of feature items
between document classes and classes. It can
be obtained by calculating the quotient
between the number of documents containing
feature item ti, aij, in the Cj class and the non-
Cj class containing feature item ti, with the
following formula:

β = log 2 + ai,j
bj+1

(2)

Category Distribution Factor (Category
distribution factor):
Reflects the distribution information of the
various categories of the document. It can be
obtained by dividing the total number of
documents in the data set by N divided by the
quotient of the total number of documents nj
contained in the category Cj, defined as
follows:

γ = log N
nj

(3)

So the improved weight calculation formula is
as follows:
FDCD − TFIDF = tfi,j × idfi × α × β × γ (4)

3. Visual Analysis
This module aims to clarify the requirements
of the function, data set and performance of
the visualization program in the research.
The functional requirements of this study
include the following:
1. Data visualization: It is necessary to realize
the visualization of the collected sports data,
including charts, maps and other different
forms of visualization, in order to intuitively
understand the data.
2. Data analysis: It is necessary to support the
analysis of data, such as trend analysis,
correlation analysis, cluster analysis, etc., in
order to further explore the regularity and
characteristics of data.
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3. Data screening and sorting: Users need to
be supported to screen and sort data according
to their own needs, such as screening and
sorting according to time, players, and the
second of the competition field, so as to find
the required data[6].
The data set required for this study mainly
includes the following aspects:
1. Data set of basketball players in basketball
events.
2. Dataset of football players in football
competitions.
The above data sets need to include basic
athlete or news information such as name,
nationality, club, competition level, etc.
The performance requirements of this study
mainly include the following aspects:

1. Data import speed: The research needs to be
able to import a large number of data sets
quickly.
2. Speed of data analysis: Research needs to
be able to analyze data sets and generate
corresponding visual charts in a short time.

4. Chapter One Research Design

4.1 Data Acquisition
In this section, the crawled data is partially
displayed. Figure 1 is the crawled data header,
Figure 2 is the crawled data column name, and
Figure 3 is the data classification name of each
season.

Figure 1. Data Header

Figure 2. Data column names

Figure 3. Season information
4.2 The Way of Sports News Visualization
in Network Media -- Bar Chart
Bar charts are a common form of news
visualization, often used to show quantities
between individual items or to compare
differences in data between different
categories. The characteristics of the bar chart
can be summarized as follows:
1. Easy to compare and highlight: The bar
chart makes it very easy to compare the
quantity or data differences between different
groups, because they are displayed on the
same chart with the same metric, which helps
the audience better understand the differences
and connections between the data; In addition,
you can highlight certain groups or data to
help readers focus more on specific
information or results, for example, you can
set columnar attributes with different
thicknesses and stripes, or use darker colors to

emphasize changes in data. As shown in
Figure 3, this bar chart mainly uses seaborn
and matplotlib libraries to draw a bar chart
about the number of players in each league.
The gradient colored columns used for
decoration in the chart well highlight the
differences in data, which is precisely an
advantage of visualizing data in sports news.
2. Good scalability: When new data or new
groups need to be added, the bar chart is
usually a very flexible and easy to identify the
new data, it can be easily extended to multiple
arrays or multiple dimensions, only in the
same coordinate system can be changed to
quickly compare the differences between
multiple groups of arrays.
3. Good presentation effect: bar charts usually
have striking visual effects and significant
information presentation, making it easier for
people to understand and remember the data.
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At the same time, they have good aesthetics
and readability in the design of colors, label
fonts, etc., to help users better understand the
data. In Figure 4, the same operation uses the
matplotlib library and seaborn library to
visualize the data as a bar chart. By changing
the color of each column, the presentation of
each data item is easier to distinguish than the
ordinary bar chart.
To sum up, bar chart, with its clear and
concise graphical effect and easy comparison
characteristics, has become one of the most
popular tools in many network media sports
news reports and story data visualization[7]. It

can not only convey the basic information of
data, but also present the relationship and
changes between data, which is a powerful
and effective way of data display.
Seaborn library and Matplotlib library were
mainly used to count the number of players in
each league in nba dataset. Matplolib library
was used to build a basic framework for
drawing bar charts, and Seanborn library
countplot function was used to draw bar charts.
The order element is used to specify that the
bar chart is arranged in descending order by
the number of players.

Figure 4. Number of Players in the League Bar Chart
Visualization of player nationality distribution in
NBA League.Extract NBA game data.The
nationality information of players in the nba data
set was counted. Groupby function was used to
group players of the same nationality and
calculate the number of players. Then iloc
function was used to screen out the first and
second columns, and the number of players from
the top ten countries was output and sorted in
descending order.Figure 5 shows the results.

Figure 5. Distribution of Players by
Nationality

4.3 The way of sports news visualization in
network media -- line chart
A line chart is a common type of data
visualization chart that describes trends and
changes in data by connecting data points into
lines. Line charts are often used to represent
time series data, where the horizontal coordinate
represents time and the vertical coordinate
represents changes in values. The difference
between bar chart and line chart is mainly that
bar chart is used to show and highlight the
differences between different categories of data,
while line chart is more suitable for showing the
trend of data change to its degree.
The characteristics of line charts can be
summarized as follows:
1. Intuitive: The line chart intuitively presents
the trend and change of data, and its presentation
of data details can well highlight the change
point of data and help readers quickly
understand the meaning of data.
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2. Easy to compare multiple groups: The line
chart can present multiple groups of data, and
distinguish different groups of data through
different colors or line lines, so that readers can
compare and analyze more easily.
Due to its intuitions and readability, line charts
are widely used in news visualization, such as
displaying data such as stock prices and
temperature changes[8]. In the visual application
of sports news, as shown in Figure 5 from the
competition statistics table of Hupu app, line
charts can be used to display the changes of
athletes' scores in competitions. It can also show
the team's points change in different stages, the
trend change of a certain indicator during the
season, and so on. When conducting
comparative analysis, line charts of different
categories can also be superimposed and
presented at the same time to visually compare
the differences and connections between
different categorical variables.
As shown in Figure 6 the average age of NBA
players by season. The method of age
calculation is to first split the season string of
each row according to "-", select the second part
as the end year of the season, convert it into
floating point data with astype(float), subtract
the year of birth from it to get the age of the
player in the season, and finally use groupby
function to group the column data according to
the season. The mean function is used to
calculate the average age of the players in each
group and output the average age for each
season[9].Figure 6 shows the results.

Figure 6. Average Age of NBA Players by
Season

In Figure 7, we can check the average weight
and height of NBA players in each season. After
extracting the season, weight, and height
information, groupby() was used to group

according to the season, mean() was used to
calculate the average value, and reset_index()
was used to reset the index, so as to reduce the
complexity of multilevel indexes and the
duplication of indexes[10].

Figure 7. Average Weight and Height of NBA
Players by Season

Figure 8 shown the change trend chart of the
average weight and height of NBA players in
each season. Seaborn library and Matplotlib
library were mainly used to draw line charts
according to the change trend of average weight
and height of players in nba data sets in each
season. Matplolib library was used to build a
basic framework for line chart drawing, and
Seaborn library lineplot function was used to
draw line charts[11]. It includes the data for the
horizontal and vertical coordinates and the data
set used, then creates a subplot that shares the
horizontal coordinates with ax via the twinx()
method, and again draws the subplot using the
lineplot() function, where the subplot is set red
for differentiation using the color parameter.
Figure 9 shown NBA players with the best
points, most assists, most rebounds, most steals,
most blocks, most 3-point shots and highest 3-
point percentage in each season. First, after
calculating the average score based on the main
information, all the rows in the Regular_Season
are selected[12]. Secondly, groupby is used to
group them according to the season, and a
transform method is used to identify the scoring
champions based on the highest value of 'PTS/G'.
Then idx is used to select the rows containing
the information of the scoring champions.
Finally, select the main information and filter
out the information of each scorer according to
the above results.
Figure 10 shows the best scoring player line
chart for each NBA season. The drawing method
is the same as that shown in Figure 10 After
importing the basic data, set(ylim=(27,37))
limits the Y-axis range to 27-37 to facilitate the
observation of data. Secondly, the iterrows
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method is used to traverse best_scorers line by
line. And use the annotate method to add each
scorer's name to the line chart.

Figure 8. The Variation Trend of Average
Weight and Height of NBA Players by Season

Figure 9. NBA Top Scorers by Season

Figure 10. NBA Top Scoring Players by
Season

Look at the most assisted players in the NBA by
season, using the same calculation principle as
that shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. NBA Players with the Most Assists
by Season

The drawing method is the same as that shown
in Figure 11-14. After importing basic data,
set(ylim=(9.5,12)) limits the Y-axis range to 9.5-
12 for easy observation of data, and then use the
iterrows method to traverse best_pas line by
line[13]. And use annotate to add the name of
each king to the line chart.

Figure 12. Most Assists by NBA Season

5. Visual Research Presentation
The homepage is shown in Figure 15.
The part of the Home page includes the name of
the website, the introduction of the website and
the list bar, and the part selected in the red box is
the list bar containing the name of each part,
including the home page, League league, Player
Information, Player Comparison, Team, etc.
Click on the name to jump to the corresponding
section to view the news content[14].

Figure 13. NBA Players with the Highest 3-Point Shooting Percentage by Season
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Figure 14. Player Data Comparison

Figure 15. Home Page Display

Figure 16. League Information Page Display
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As shown in Figure 16, the league information
page is divided into NBA and Football league.
The NBA section shows the nationality
distribution of players in the NBA league and
the nationality distribution of players in the

2019-2020 season, and the football league
section shows the countries with the highest
proportion of players and the age distribution
of players. The above visualizations can be
enlarged by clicking.

Figure 17. League Information Page Display
As shown in Figure 17, the news page is the
sports news briefing within 24 hours, which is
divided into NBA, football, CBA three parts,

click the arrow will pop up the news briefing
box, the right side is the day's top content to
display pictures.

Figure 18. Player Data Information Page Display

Figure 19. Player Data Information Page Display
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As shown in Figure 18, the player data
information page is used to display the
detailed data of NBA players and football
league seasons, in which the NBA part shows
the data information of the season scoring
champion, the season rebounding king, the
season assisting king and the season three-

point king. Click on the four titles to jump to
the detailed data page. The football section
shows in Figure 19, the rating distribution and
price distribution of global football players.
Click the white box in the upper right corner
to jump to the detailed information page.

Figure 20. Player Comparison Page Shown
The Player comparison page is used to display
the comparison of players in the same position,
as shown in Figure 20. The list box is divided
into four parts, including all players, forwards,
defenders, and midfielders. In addition, each
picture is classified according to its
corresponding position. Clicking the position
option in the list box will pop up the

comparison of the corresponding position.
Moving the mouse to the picture will pop up
the detailed information of the comparison of
players and the function of enlarging and
jumping the detailed information of the
comparison picture, including the position
classification and players[15].

Figure 21. The Final Page
As Figure 21 shows, the end page includes a
news search box, creator information,
shortcuts to jump to content, and ways to
submit. In the news Search box, enter
keywords and click Search to search for
related news.

6. Conclusion
Taking NBA basketball and FIFA football as
cases, this study uses FDCD-TFIDF algorithm
to explore the realization method and
significance of sports news data visualization
in network media. Through the research, the
following conclusions are drawn:
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Network media sports news plays an
indispensable role in modern sports
communication, which is of great significance
and value.
In this study, NBA basketball and FIFA
football are selected as cases, Python
programming language and data visualization
tools are used for data processing and display,
and the presented results are analyzed.
The research results and achievements of this
study are the further exploration of data
visualization in sports information, which can
provide certain reference and reference for the
data visualization of sports news in network
media.
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